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BACKGROUND
How to modify the library’s webpage according 
to users needs?
What type of information is needed to support 
updates?
Why this is not a systematic effort?
Challenges:
 Librarians have to step up and lead this effort
 Funding is needed
2
Definition
Usability Test is a way to evaluate a service 
with your target-market customers. Focusing 
on user experience (UX) testing: measuring 
library users’ (faculty and students) 
interactions with the library webpage. 
Usability testing involves actual target users 




 Requested a PSC-CUNY Grant and it was approved on 
September 2016.
 Redistributed the funds according to a plan and establish 
an incentive to recruit participants.
 Training course for investigators involved in 
Social/Behavioral Research with human subjects
 An exemption granted by the University Integrated 
Institutional Review Board during Fall/2016. Two reasons:
To be able to work with Faculty and students
To be able to publish our results
4
Process (cont.)
 It is an iterative approach in which the 
prototypes are redesigned constantly.
A decision made to move all our webpages 
to CMS-LibGuides
Establishing the different recruitment 
approaches.
5
Setting up the tasks
Review our website
Made a list of the different library 
services and collections available
Listed the main areas we wanted to 
test
Elaborated the questions base on the 
prototypes designed
6
Data gathering at scale 
Sample size: 225 students
Automate the testing







 Group-level JavaScript and CSS
 Ease of building prototypes
Cons




















Rely less on others’ code
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Existing approaches and 
tools did not meet our 
needs
We built our own tools 
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Find the book College Algebra: a
narrative approach (13)
Find the database JSTOR (8)
Request an interlibrary loan (14)
Search for scholarly articles on
community college students (12)
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narrative approach (13)
Find the database JSTOR (8)
Request an interlibrary loan (14)
Search for scholarly articles on
community college students (12)
PROTOYPE No. 10 - Answers 
POOR ACEPTABLE GOOD
Menus are easier for users to 






























Find the periodical The
American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition (9)



































PROTOTYPE No. 13 - Answers
GOOD ACEPTABLE POOR
Users have a tendency to prefer 





















Check to see if the
book The Goldfinch is
available to borrow
for a four week
period (15)
Find articles that are





Request a book from
another CUNY
campus (12)
PROTOTYPE No. 12 – User Strategy

















Check to see if the
book The Goldfinch is
available to borrow
for a four week
period (15)
Find articles that are





Request a book from
another CUNY
campus (12)
PROTOTYPE No. 12 - Answers
GOOD ACEPTABLE POOR
Widgets are an important point of access to 
information resources
Conclusions
Usability testing should be an institutionalized 
and ongoing process.
Testing is a basic support for website design
Trouble finding tools for UX that meet our needs
Difficulty communicating with IT Department 
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